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Trusted by more than 2,500,000 parents, medical professionals, teachers, childcare professionals . .

. and babies . . . worldwide! The Best Seller, "Sign with your Baby" is truly the Grandfather of all ASL

Baby Sign Language programs! This is the program that launched the ASL Baby Sign Language

revolution. For getting started or for adding to your experience with Baby Sign Language, the Sign

with your BabyÃ‚Â® ASL Quick Reference Guide, based on American Sign Language, is a durable,

plastic-laminated fold-out quick reference resource that teaches you 54 of the most useful ASL

(American Sign Language) signs to use with your baby. This guide provides the English and

Spanish words along with the ASL signs. You ll be absolutely amazed when your baby signs! Baby

Sign Language, based on ASL, is definitely here to stay! For the first time, babies can now clearly

express themselves as much as a year or more before they can speak! Through the use of Dr.

Joseph Garcia's research which has been incorporated into the Sign2MeÃ‚Â®, Sign with your

BabyÃ‚Â® program that uses American Sign Language (ASL) vocabulary, adults and children as

young as 6 months can incorporate signing into their daily activities. This offers a powerful means

for your baby to communicate long before verbal speech. Experience the incredible benefits of

teaching your infants and young children communication using the Sign with your BabyÃ‚Â®

program. For virtually every child starting at about 6 months! SEE ALSO: "The Sign with your Baby

Complete Learning Kit" for the complete resource package to get you started fast! To find it, simply

search the .com site for this SKU number - 1932354018
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Parents looking for a new way to communicate and bond with their older infant and/or toddler now

have one- the Sign with your Baby video, book and chart teach elementary signing. Eye contact,

interaction and language development all get a boost from the kit, which is aimed at ages 7 months

to 3 years.  Plus, with a few of the simple signs in hand, the little ones can actually help mom and

dad figure out what they need. (Eat? Up? More?) Parents who stick with it may also see a broader

social advantage: bridging that communication barrier between deaf and hearing people of all ages.

A Parents' ChoiceÃ‚Â® Recommendation. (Parents' ChoiceÃ‚Â®). --From Parents' ChoiceÃ‚Â®

Sign2MeÃ‚Â® Early Learning, the creator of the Sign with your BabyÃ‚Â® program for Baby Sign

Language, is a world-leading publisher of tools and resources to enhance two-way communication

between all children and their peers, educators, medical practitioners and adult caregivers. From

Baby Sign Language to Early Literacy, Sign2MeÃ‚Â® Early Learning uses only genuine American

Sign Language (ASL) vocabulary in its products and programs.

Basic baby needs and interests, in easy to learn sign language. Helps baby to communicate before

he is able to use his mouth to do so. When he is ready to talk, his language skills may be quite

expanded. Fold out booklet is laminated, so can be wiped clean. I am not in any way connected with

this manufacturer. I like to commend good products, that I have found useful over the past 42 years,

as a pediatric occupational therapist.

ironically sign language for babies is not to teach a baby to sign its so that as a parent you can

understand your baby. I bought this and learned it all but never really stuck with signing to him. He

is 7 months old and he does all these hand motions. With the assistance of this inexpensive guide

me (mom) and the other caregiver sin his life have been able to understand him. Great quick

reference, I recommend all parents get to know these signs for an easier happier parenting

experience. -first time mom

I like this card and have started using some of the signs with my baby. The downside is that the

signs that are a motion- for example "more"- it doesn't show you which way to make the motion.

(Pull out or push in?) I think it would be good to purchase a video or similar to see someone do the



actual action. After that, the card could be helpful as a reminder.

This is a great resource to share with parents at our pregnancy support agency. When parents

check it out, they can keep it for a period of time long enough to learn the signs they want to use

first. Then they receive points for using like $$ to purchase needed baby items and furniture. It can

always be checked out again later as the baby grows and learns. I'm very excited to put this piece in

the library after presenting the class that will introduce Baby Sign as an amazing assist in

parent-child communication.

Our daughter picked up a lot of these while we raised her. I recommend getting new born started as

soon as possible. This helps with the communication lapse between six months until they start

talking.

Illustrations are too small and unclear. They are too small and of poor quality. Also, selection of

signs shown are not baby friendly

this is a joke! the pictures are nearly impossible to understand. i'd strongly suggest downloading a

free app or youtube-ing videos. i downloaded an app after i received this product and learned more

in 30 mins than i ever could've learned from this stupid thing!! and for being a guide to signs for

babies, it doesn't list most of the signs i'd want to actually teach my baby!!!!!!! SERIOUSLY

disappointed.
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